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You have the right to make an informed decision about your health and your future and you 
may be asking: Should I take this experimental vaccine? Here are a few facts you should 
consider to help you make an informed decision. 
 
Facts: 
1. According to the Pharmaceutical Companies themselves, these vaccines may not prevent 

the SARS-COV-2 virus: Evidence: 
a. From the Moderna and Pfizer Vaccine Fact Sheets: The (Moderna/Pfizer) COVID-19 

Vaccine is a vaccine and may prevent you from getting COVID-19. There are no FDA 
approved vaccines to prevent COVID-19. 

b. However, the handout you get when they give you the shot, says it “…has been 
authorized to prevent COVID-19”, so they are lying about it. They are experimental and 
have been approved by FDA and CDC via an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) but 
have not been fully tested. 

2. These vaccines are experimental compounds that use “synthetic messenger RNA (mRNA)” 
housed in fat cells. In 2005 an animal study was done with SARS-CoV-1 mRNA vaccines on 
ferrets. Two doses were administered in the same manner as the SARS-CoV-2, aka, COVID-
19 mRNA Vaccines. The ferrets showed no adverse reaction and seemed to be completely 
healthy. After some time, the ferrets were exposed to the SARS-CoV-1 coronavirus in the 
wild. The ferrets died. The mRNA Vaccine had caused a cytokine storm, a fatal cascade of 
exaggerated immune responses. The SARS-CoV-1 vaccines was not further developed. 

3. Big Parma has asked for the normally required animal studies for the CoV19 vaccine to be 
waived. It was waived for EUA purposes, so there have been no long-term animal studies to 
see if this could happen with these new mRNA vaccines. WHY? 

4. Because these vaccines may or may not prevent infection, and as some reports show, only 
reduce symptoms, why take something that does not prevent the infection in the first 
place. It is a proven fact, with hundreds of scientific studies to prove it, that Zinc and Zinc 
ionophores can prevent or mitigate infection in the first place; take them as supplements 
and you are protected. The CDC recently said that 80% of all people who were infected with 
COVID-19 were deficient in Vitamin D, another Zinc ligand (metal binding) ionophore 
(transporter). And this helps explains why Sub-Saharan Africa and other countries where 
most people are in the sun a lot only have marginal deaths from this virus.  

5. Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is a 65-year-old drug that has been shown to stop an infection if 
taken within the first 2 – 7 days of getting symptoms from COVID-19. So, if you are taking 
your preventative Vitamins like C, D, E and Quercetin, and/or other supplements like 
Melatonin plus Zinc, and for some reason this doesn’t prevent infection, you can stop it with 
HCQ + zinc; which is readily available online. 

6. Other synthetic drugs like Budesonide, Dexamethasone, Ivermectin as well as natural 
substances (i.e., vitamins, flavonoids, amino acids, and hormones) can be found in the 
Pharmaceutical  Zinc20 database, a database funded by a subsidiary of NIH. This database is 
comprised of ligands, which carry metals like Zinc, Calcium and other micronutrients 
present in our blood serum and transport them across cell membranes into the body of the 
cell (cytoplasm) to help our immune system fight infection. Like HCQ, these synthetic drugs 
need zinc and other micronutrient metals to work. Dr. Zelenko uses the analogy “the drug is 

https://www.fda.gov/media/144638/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/144414/download
https://factcheckedorg.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/icovid-19-vaccine-handout.pdf
http://www.thepeoplesvoice.org/TPV3/Voices.php/2021/01/18/pathogenic-priming-for-a-cytokine-1
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dccv1kgGBBLl/
https://factcheckedorg.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/covid19-and-real-science.rn3_.3.pdf
https://www.healthline.com/health-news/new-study-found-80-percent-of-covid-19-patients-were-vitamin-d-deficient
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://factcheckedorg.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/utilizing-repurposed-drugs-to-treat-covid.r2-1.pdf
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
https://www.vladimirzelenkomd.com/
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the gun and zinc is the bullet” which is essential to stopping the viral reproduction and 
resulting infection.  

7. Because these “Vaccines” are unproven experimental substances, we won’t know what side 
effects may occur for months or years to come, but it may result in a long-term unnatural 
human manipulation of our DNA building blocks. Do you really want to take that risk or risk 
your children’s lives? Especially since: 

8. There is no pandemic. The number of deaths from COVID-19, which is highly inflated, is no 
worse than a bad flu season. And your chances of dying from it, even if you do nothing to 
protect yourself as defined in #3 and #4 above, are very small according to CDC data. 
Especially if you are under 60 years old. 

9. Since both experimental vaccines are EUA, both Pfizer and Moderna are indemnified from 
all legal action resulting from patients experiencing side effects; including death. Since they 
assume no risk, you are the one who takes all of it! And according to Dr. Sherri Tenpenny 
that is not a good idea. 

10. According to Dr. Richard Fleming, Ph.D, MD, JD, a renowned  cardiologist and researcher, 
there is a chance that the mRNA from the vaccine can be incorporated into your human 
DNA by action of the reverse transcriptase enzyme present in the vaccine. This may affect 
your auto immune system and result in various auto immune diseases. However, for all you 
who are taking zinc supplements + ionophores and decide to get vaccinated, Dr Fleming 
stated that he believes Zinc does appear to interfere with the mRNA process of the vaccines 
to make the spike protein. This means it will probably reduce the symptoms you can get, so 
make sure you are taking them. 

11. The vaccine nano particles of lipid/fat composition, in which the mRNA is transported into 
your cells, has never been used before in human trials and long-term health effects have 
not been determined. These lipid nano particles bind with the normal fats in cell 
membranes and allow entry of thousands of the synthetic mRNA vaccine into your muscle 
cells. Unlike the virus RNA which has to enter through the ACE-2 receptors found on cells, 
the nano particles create new pathways into cells. Because the ACE-2 receptor sites are 
where the normal entry of the virus occurs, bypassing this means a greater amount of 
mRNA can enter the cell producing increased amounts of the spike protein exacerbating the 
immune response to the virus. This increased immune reaction can produce the very 
InflammoThrombotic Response (ITR) responsible for so many deaths. Again, long-term 
health effects are not known since long-term studies in lab animals have not been 
conducted. We humans have become the lab rats. 

12. According to Dr. Simone Gold, MD, JD, Pharmaceutical companies will track and measure all 
side effects from these experimental vaccines and enter data into the CDC VAERS database 
in order to perform statistics on us human guinea pigs/rats. Like real lab animals you cannot 
sue these pharmaceutical companies for suffering from any side effects after taking these 
experimental vaccines. However, companies requiring CoV19 vaccinations as a requirement 
for employment may be subject to legal action since it violates our civil rights. 

13. The choice to take an experimental EUA COVID-19 vaccine is yours to make. Hopefully we 
have given you the facts to make a better-informed decision.  
 

Good luck and good health to you all.  

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/cdc-exposed-inflated-covid-deaths-1600-throughout-election-violated-multiple-federal-laws-peer-reviewed-study-finds-state-local-governments-must-act/
https://data.cdc.gov/NCHS/Provisional-COVID-19-Death-Counts-by-Sex-Age-and-S/9bhg-hcku
https://vaxxter.com/covid-vaccines-part-2/
https://www.flemingmethod.com/
https://www.flemingmethod.com/documentation
https://www.flemingmethod.com/documentation
https://www.flemingmethod.com/documentation
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/
https://vaers.hhs.gov/data.html
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